Using the information on page 2 fill in the blanks above.

5. They are vertebrates and have

6. Have fins

3. Most fish breathe through their body.

2. They have __________________ bloodstream.

1. Fish lay eggs

---

**FISH IN SCHOOLS**

By Meish Goldish

Schools aren’t only for kids like you.
Schools can be for fishes, too.
Fish are in school, but not for reading.
Schools for fish are for swimming and breeding.
A school of fish means fish in a group.
A school is a crowd, a school is a troop.
Schools may be large, or schools may be small.
(And some fish don’t live in schools at all!)
A tuna school might number twenty,
A herring school could have millions—that’s plenty!
Fish in a school stay side by side,
Helping keep enemies away as they glide.
If going to school is your fondest wish,
You’d still get to do it if you were a fish!

---

Read the poem with a friend.
Circle the words that rhyme.